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FREE Seminar by Robin Pritchard (Friday, 21 Nov 2014)
To meet Robin and learn more about professional special effect makeup! 
Special gifts from MAY's.  

Time                   7:30 – 8:30pm
Venue                 Rm. 806, 8/F, VTC Tower, 27 Wood Road, Wanchai
Language           English (simultaneous interpretation not provided)

                           FREE entry. Gifts and Seats are limited.  Scan to register  >

 



HKDI reserves the right to make changes to the advertised course information.

Hong Kong Design Institute (HKDI)
3 King Ling Road, Tiu Keng Leng, 
Tseung Kwan O, NT, HK 
(Tiu Keng Leng MTR Station Exit A2)

peec.hkdi@vtc.edu.hk
www.hkdi.edu.hk/peec
www.facebook.com/HKDIPEEC

Enquiry 3928 2777 
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Hong Kong has a thriving film, TV and fashion industry with very 
little knowledge of prosthetic makeup, and therefore, we often hire 
professionals from America, UK or Beijing due to lack of local 
talent. There is a great demand for quality prosthetic makeup 
artists worldwide. Many of the big budget movies need large 
numbers of prosthetic artists from worldwide. Asia has a 
booming film industry and it is the right time for you to learn the 
professional skills from Robin Pritchard.

Who should take this workshop?
Suitable for makeup artist or anyone who has an interest in 
prosthetic makeup in film, TV, high fashion, magazines and 
photography; or make up artists want to learn how to use new 
materials and painting techniques to add to their skill set; anybody 
who has never picked up a brush before but has a keen interest 
to learn this professional skill.

Lecturer   
Robin Pritchard

Robin has been an industry professional 
makeup artist for 16 years. His portfolio 
has over 45 movies including some of the 
biggest and most iconic movies of 
Hollywood. To name a few, Life of Pi, 
Hellboy 2, The Amazing Spiderman, Xmen 
first class, The Wolfman and The Guardians 
Of The Galaxy of Marvel Comics (upcoming 
2014 summer blockbuster). Robin has been 
a part of several Oscar Academy winning 
and nominated make up teams, working 
alongside Hollywood A-list actors like 
Brad Pitt, Matthew McConaughy, Anthony 
Hopkins, Russell Crow and Jennifer 
Lawrence, to name a few.

 Training Seminar (3 days)

‧Break down a script identifying makeups from the script page
‧Read an on-set call sheet to understand daily workload and 
    spotting potential problems
‧Apply and paint basic silicon prosthetic by using alcohol based paints
‧Modern and current painting and application techniques
‧Create a beaten up look and a healed aged version of this look
‧Create a character aging without the use of prosthetics
‧Create a believable alien/mutant skin colour combining all the
    skills learnt in this workshop to create a character makeup not 
    from this planet

Private Group Training 
Robin can tailor-made a training workshop as per your 
specific requirement.  Available Days in December.

Portfolio work by Robin Pritchard

Date                            2014 December 12, 13 & 14 
                                     (Fri, Sat & Sun)
Time                            9am-5pm
Professional Fee         HK$10,800
                                       (Fee is exclusive of professional Makeup Kit 
                                       and Prosthetics)

Sponsor: 

Established for over 20 years, May’s is one of 
the leading professional consultants in makeup 
and styling, and makeup products supplier in 
Hong Kong.  They have served many major 
media companies and renowned brands such 
as TVB, RTHK, Cathay Pacific, Disneyland 
Hong Kong, Ocean Park, Hong Kong Ballet, 
The House of Dancing Water, to name a few.  


